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Cottesloe 
LITTER BIN 

Cottesloe is a beautifully unpretentious 
bin that will blend harmoniously into any 

space. Available in single, double and triple 
capacities, manage your recycling channels 

in style. Staff will safely and easily empty 
the bins using either the folding central 

hinge on the double or gas assisted lift on 
the triple. Add a seamless Corian@ body 

in a wide array of organic colours and you 
have a germ resistant bin with wow factor. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

CAPACITY 
Single: 90L polyethylene liner I Double: 2x 90L polyethylene liners 
Triple: lx 65L, 2x 45L galvanised steel liners 

FINISHES 

Body: Corian@ solid surface, select from their wide range of plain and organic colours 
Lid: 3mm stainless or powder-coated steel in 27 colours
Base: stainless steel 

FEATURES 

Manage recycling by splitting your waste streams I Chutes act as limiters to signal 
recycling and save labour in sorting I Clear vinyl signage on the double and triple 

bins is easily recognisable by customers and saves labour in waste management I
Vinyl decals can be removed and replaced for changes to waste streams I Clear
bumpers to the double lid soften opening and protect your lid surfaces I Gas struts 
on the triple lid safely and easily assist opening the bin for staff to replace bin bags 

I Double size has a hinged lid which folds for easy removal of the liners 

OPTIONS 

Customise the standard vinyl decals to your brand colours and waste channels I 
Engraved enamel fill signage is a hard wearing, long term option for heavy traffic 
areas. Powder-coated lids are compatible with vinyl signage only.

WA RRANTY 5 years 

FIXING Freestanding or surface fixed 

Made in Australia I 6-8 weeks LEAD TIME 

♦ DIMENSIONS <mm)

VINYL SIGNAGE 

ENGRAVED SIGNAGE 
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